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A procedure is described for desingularizing soap-film-like surfaces with boun- 
dary, leaving a piecewise smooth manifold behind, by deleting certain prescribed 
extra faces. The criterion for deletion is the vanishing of a certain linking number, 
and the correctness of the procedure depends on the classiticaion of the singular set 
into triple lines and tetrahedral points. @? 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. The following result was motivated by experiments with soap 
films on wire frames, undertaken to construct surfaces such as those 
described in [4]. Let B c R3 be a smooth, simple closed curve and let S be 
a soap-film-like surface of finite combinatorial structure having boundary 
B. Then S is a two-manifold except on a (possibly empty) singular set con- 
sisting of triple lines and tetrahedral points, where a maximal triple-line 
segment is either a smooth closed curve or ends at tetrahedral points or 
meets B tangentially. (See [ 3, 1 ] for informal discussions and [7] for 
detailed results.) In an evident way the singular set induces a decom- 
position of S into maximal smooth connected two-dimensional faces. If a 
wire frame is dipped into liquid soap, the decomposition is readily visible 
in the resulting soap film. 
However, for any such B, a smooth, possibly higher genus minimal span- 
ning surface always exists [6,5], and we show that one can be produced 
by deleting certain “extra” faces. Actually what we prove is combinatorial; 
a genuine soap-film-like surface deforms with each deletion and might 
change radically. We show only that if certain prescribed faces are 
removed, then the remaining (undeformed) faces form a piecewise smooth 
two-manifold with boundary B. Nevertheless when sufficient care is exer- 
cised with real soap films the deformations are not too severe and the 
procedure has worked repeatedly, even with curves B as complicated as 
those described in [4]. 
II. We suppose that B is a finite union of smooth simple closed 
curves in R3 and that S is a spanning surface with singularities and a facial 
decomposition as above. We suppose also that the complement of S is path 
connected+z.g., S has no bubbles-and simply connected. (The balloon 
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model in [3; 2, 9 18, $22, $231 provides heuristic justification for the last 
assumption.) Finally we must assume that no segment of B abuts (locally) 
more than two facial pieces--otherwise our procedure breaks down. Exam- 
ples show that this final assumption is not a consequence of our other 
assumptions; but in our soap-film experiments this assumption generally is 
satisfied when B is a single curve. 
The two connectivity assumptions imply that for each face F there is a 
smooth closed loop y c R3 which intersects the interior of F once, transver- 
sally, and intersects S nowhere else, and that the mod 2 linking number 
I,(y, B) of y with B depends only on F, not on the particular y chosen. Call 
this number IJF). 
Our procedure now is as follows: delete those faces for which 12(I;) = 0. 
To prove that this procedure leads to the required two-manifold, we 
investigate the consequences near the singular set and B. 
(1) For any faces F,, F,, and F3 (not necessarily distinct) abutting 
along a triple line, 
WI I+ WJ + W3) = 0. 
Proof. In the cross-sectional Fig. 1, we have 
MY, 3 B) + UY,, 4 + W3, B) = MC B) 
and l,(f, B) ~0 by the simple connectivity assumption. This shows that 
either exactly one or all three faces get deleted. 
(2a) If two faces F, and Fz abut a segment of boundary, then 
I,(F,) + I,(F,) z 1. Hence F, and F2 are necessarily distinct and one Fi is 
deleted. 
(2b) If one single-face F abuts a segment of B, then I,(F)= 1, so this 
face remains. 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
Proof (2a) In Fig. 2 we have 
MY, 3 B) + MJ,, 4 + 1 = UY, 3) + m,, B) + 4(Y,, B) - W) = 0. 
(2b) Obvious. 
This shows that, after deletion, any segment of B will abut exactly one 
face. (The argument in (2a) breaks down if more than two pieces of face 
are present.) 
(3) In the neighborhood of a tetrahedral point, a case by case 
enumeration of the possibilities permitted by (1) above shows that an 
appropriate flattening occurs there, too. 
This proves the validity of the criterion. 
The surface obtained might be nonorientable. In fact given an orien- 
tation on each component of B, suppose that for some F with &(F) E 0 the 
oriented linking number I(y, B) is nonzero for some admissible oriented y. 
Then the resulting smooth surface cannot be oriented, compatible with the 
given boundary orientation. For otherwise, once F and all the other extra 
faces are gone, the resulting oriented surface is disjoint from y, and the 
oriented linking number l(y, B) must vanish. 
The singular soap films which form on the boundary wires described in 
Section 2 of [4] are not unique, and some of these do lead to non-orien- 
table surfaces. 
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